Note

SVM
SVO

He watched the bird.
He stood at the door.
He looked at the bird.
Point

We discussed on modern art for three hours.

discuss

They raised the flag as the sun began to raise.

raise

The twelve-year-old twins resemble to each other very much.

resemble

I objected his proposal once, and he hasn t spoken to me since.

oppose

I m told Mr. Smith left from New York a few years ago.

leave

Every historian would agree that history is a kind of research or inquiry.
inquiry it is I do not yet ask.

= talk on
rise
= take after
= object to
= start from

What kind of

The point is that generally it belongs to what we call the

sciences: that is, the forms of thought whereby we ask questions and try to answer them.
Science in general, it is important to realize, does not *1consist in collecting what we already
know and arranging it in this or that kind of pattern.

It consists in

*2

fastening upon

something we do not know, and trying to discover it.
*1 consist in
a

insist on

b

lie essencially in

c

make much of

b

looking for

c

tying up

*2 fastening upon
a

laying hold of

1

2

Note

ing

Speaking English fluently is not so easy to Japanese people.
Reading the book carefully is very useful to you.

My dream is studying abroad while young.

The careful reading of the book is of great use to you.

I enjoyed driving along the express way in the countryside.

Point

We can keep our good health by walking every day.

A major contrast between school work and university work is the degree of independence
enjoyed by the student.
oneself;

It is not only that there is an (

) emphasis on thinking for

there is also much more responsibility for deciding how to use one s time, for

carrying through a programme of study

without day-to-day guidance, and for learning to be

self-critical. Without a deliberate effort at these things, especially the last, it is possible
both for a very talented student to go through a great part of his university career without
making the most of it, and for an ordinary student to become unnecessarily be wildered and
discouraged.
a

increasing

b

we are also more and more (
without being (

)(

c

increased

increase

) for deciding how to use one s time
)(

)
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Note
Would
He will sometimes sit there doing nothing.
will

A drowning man will catch at a straw.
If you will come and help me, I ll be glad.

1

He will not let her in though she is always asking him to.
If-

2

This will be the key you are looking for.
It will be snowing in the mountains now.
You will pack your things and get out of here at once.

3

This music hall will seat 2,000 persons.
They would often sit on the bank talking about their future.

can

4

He would not allow her to talk back to him.

can

He said that he would be back in a few minutes.
would

I think that he would agree to the proposal.
cf.

I would like to see you for a little while.

1

A man of wisdom would do it otherwise.
Point

will
would
would

2

cf.
would
The resisting power of adults is often seen very remarkably in international marriages.
In those classes of society where there is not much culture, or leisure or disposition for
culture, the one will not learn the other s language from opportunity or affection, but only
under absolute necessity.

One

would think that two people living always together

would gain each other s languages as a matter of course, but such does not seem to be the
case at all. French people who marry foreigners do not usually acquire the foreign language
if the pair remain in France. English people under similar circumstances make the attempt
more frequently, but they rest contented with very imperfect attainment.
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